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Abstract. In this paper an overview on the process of designing a radiation tolerant

surveillance camera from consumer grade components and commercially available parti-

cle shielding materials is given. This involves utilization of Monte-Carlo particle trans-

port code MCNP6 and ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data libraries, as well as testing the phys-

ical electrical systems against γ radiation, utilizing JSI TRIGA mk. II fuel elements

as a γ-ray sources. A new, aluminum, 20 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm irradiation facility with

electrical power and signal wire guide-tube to the reactor platform, was designed and

constructed and used for irradiation of large electronic and optical components assem-

blies with activated fuel elements. Electronic components to be used in the camera were

tested against γ-radiation in an independent manner, to determine their radiation toler-

ance. Several camera designs were proposed and simulated using MCNP, to determine

incident particle and dose attenuation factors. Data obtained from the measurements and

MCNP simulations will be used to finalize the design of 3 surveillance camera models,

with different radiation tolerances.

1 Introduction
In order to maintain video surveillance in radiation environment, the surveillance cameras have to be

radiation tolerant. This can be achieved by selecting radiation tolerant (rad hard) camera components,

or by adequate shielding of non rad hard components. This paper describes development of a camera,

constructed from consumer grade electronic and optics components with the aid of publicly available

rad-hard component databases [1] and a camera shielding enclosure design. Such a camera would be

used inside NPP containment, spent nuclear fuel and waste facilities, in medical radiology, etc., and

would therefore be exposed to both neutrons and γ-rays. Since consumer-grade parts usually do not

exhibit heightened radiation tolerance, they have to be shielded from radiation.

The end result is to be 3 distinct surveillance camera models, with different levels of incident radiation

tolerance requirements, supplied by ISEC. These levels were determined by close cooperation of ISEC

and their customers and market demands and are given in terms of 60Co dose in table 1.
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Table 1: Radiation tolerance goals for three different camera model versions

Camera model version Dose-rate [Gy h−1] Cumulative dose [Gy]

High radiation tolerance 103 105

Medium radiation tolerance 103 104

Low radiation tolerance 101 103

Since radiation tolerance is not a required feature in consumer grade electronics, no data on radi-

ation resistance is provided by the manufacturer and very little work on radiation tolerance assurance

has been provided by third parties, due to low volume requirements of such components and conse-

quently high production costs. Therefore the components to be used in the camera have to be tested

against radiation tolerance, and their operational parameters monitored during the tests. This way a

list of components radiation tolerances can be made. The most sensitive components or modules are

then replaced by their rad hard counterparts or shielding requirements readjusted to most sensitive

components. Strategical placement of components and modules inside shielding enclosure has a sig-

nificant impact on overall radiation tolerance of the camera system.

The most appropriate tool for shielding design and analysis of doses are Monte Carlo neutron and pho-

ton transport codes, such as MCNP [2]. In the paper the above mentioned activities are presented.

2 Irradiation tests

Initially, camera modules, electronic and optics assemblies and components intended to be used in the

camera models, were checked for their rad-hard counterparts in the available databases [1], and tested

against radiation. The purpose of these tests is to determine the doses (both neutron and γ) that the

components and modules can withstand. These tests were performed at the JSI TRIGA mark II reactor

[3] (TRIGA) in the existing and newly constructed irradiation facilities. A gas-flow ionization cham-

ber in close proximity of the test assembly was used for cumulative dose and dose-rate measurements

during the irradiation procedure. A custom assembly-parameter-reader was constructed for each test

assembly, which monitored several aspects of the assembly operation. A failure or malfunction would

be noted on the parameter reader log, thus determining the radiation tolerance of the component.

Activated TRIGA fuel elements were utilized as a γ-ray source, either in an in-core Triangular chan-

nel (TriC) irradiation facility, or ex-core, by moving up to 6 TRIGA fuel elements to the fuel element

rack on the edge of the reactor tank [4]. A new irradiation facility, an aluminum box with internal

dimensions of 20 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm and a cable guide tube, leading to the reactor platform, was

designed and constructed to utilize ex-core fuel elements as γ-ray sources. After the irradiations the

logged data for both ionization chamber and for electronic components were evaluated and points of

failure for each component determined. This process was repeated several times over, using different

components and module designs, until a satisfactory radiation tolerance of the module was obtained.

After the irradiations, the measurement data were post-processed, and points of failure determined.

An example of an irradiation test data visualization is presented in figure 1.

3 Computational analysis

Monte Carlo particle transport calculations were carried out in order to assist in the development of a

suitable shielding enclosure of the camera, as well as proposing additional shielding of the individual

components. Several different stages of modeling the shielding enclosure took place, from scoping

calculations on block shielding materials to progressively more complex geometrical models towards
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Figure 1: An example of electronic componets test data, with test items in the horizontal rows, and

ionization chamber measurement data. Colored row means, the item is operational.

a final design. Several different neutron and photon spectra were used for radiation sources in the

simulations (fig. 3). Photon spectra were previously calculated [5], and 6 MeV and 7 MeV γ lines

added, to represent a percentage of whole spectrum, to simulate water activation γ lines.

Real world scenarios are taken into account in terms of radiation source geometries, source particle

types and spectra. Two plane sources, one with particle emission directly towards the camera (fig.

2a), one with isotropic emission over half the solid angle (fig. 2b) which are representative of point

sources at distance and close proximity, a half spherical (fig. 2c) and a a spherical source (fig. 2d),

with isotropic particle emission from the half sphere / sphere surface over half the solid angle inwards,
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which are representative of uniformly distributed radiation sources throughout the space, and account

for backscattering from walls, should the camera be positioned close to the wall.

n

(a) Plane direct source ge-

ometry.

n

Φ
ϑ

0̊≤Φ≤360̊

0̊≤ ≤180̊ϑ

(b) Plane isotropic source

geometry.

n

Φ
ϑ

0̊≤Φ≤360̊

0̊≤ ≤180̊ϑ

(c) Isotropic source geome-

try over half sphere shell in-

wards.

n

Φ

ϑ

0̊≤Φ≤360̊0̊≤ ≤180̊ϑ

(d) Isotropic source over

sphere shell inwards.

Figure 2: Source geometries, used for simulations.
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(a) Source neutron lethargy spectra, used in simula-

tions.
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(b) Source γ-ray spectra used in simulations.

Figure 3: Source particle spectra, used for simulations.

Several different spectra, for both neutron and γ rays were used in simulations. Neutron spectra are

of 235U fission type, given in terms of ratios between fast (EN >1 keV) and thermal (EN <0.625 eV)

neutron flux FN
ThN

and aim to represent current reactor spectra for thermal ( FN
ThN
= 0.1) and fast ( FN

ThN
= 1)

fission reactors, as well as fusion devices ( FN
ThN
= 10).γ-ray spectra are spectra calculated inside

TRIGA irradiation facilities, modified TRIGA irradiation facilities spectra (MTK: minor thermaliza-

tion column), with added 6 MeV and 7 MeV γ lines arising from primary water activation (percentage

denotes spectral fraction of 6 MeV and 7 MeV lines) due to (n,p) reactions on 16O, and 60Co and 137Cs

spectra.

Doses were calculated using either flux-to-dose conversion factors (ICRP-21 H*10 [6] for γ-rays,
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ICRP-74 H*10 [7] for neutrons and ASTM E-722 [8] for neutron dose on silicon)(fig. 4), or direct

kerma computations using MCNP track-length heating estimate (F6 tally in MCNP) [2].

Shielding material compositions data-sheets were supplied by the shielding manufacturers and iso-

topic compositions evaluated using MATSSF [9] computer code.

ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data libraries [10] were used in the calculations.
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Figure 4: Particle flux to dose conversion factors: ICRP-21 for γ H∗10 [6], ICRP-74 for neutron H∗10

[7] and ASTM E-722 for silicon dose equivalent [8].

3.1 Bulk shielding analysis

(a) Neutron H∗10 dose attenuation vs. photon and neutron

shielding thickness.

(b) Neutron induced photon H∗10 dose attenuation

vs. photon and neutron shielding thickness, normal-

ized to incident neutron H∗10 dose.

Figure 5: Color map of neutron and neutron induced photon H∗10 dose attenuation vs. neutron and

photon shielding thicknesses. Incident neutron spectrum (fig. 3a), F
Th = 0.1, plane direct source.
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Firstly scoping calculations to identify the best shielding materials were performed on slab shields.

Lead and tungsten were chosen as γ-ray shielding material and several boron or lithium loaded

polyethylene-based materials as neutron shielding.

In fig. 5, that in case of incident neutrons, neutron shielding induces γ-radiation due to neutron-

induced production of photons. This should be taken into account, as the values of neutron induced

γ-ray dose might exceed that of neutrons at some shielding thicknesses combinations.

Since the irradiation tests were going on in parallel, some desired attenuation estimates based on the

initial measurement data and identification of least radiation resistant components were made.

3.2 Camera model design

An initial stage camera model CAD design was proposed, which had the camera module, electronic

and optics components modeled in. An exact transcript into MCNP [2] geometry was made utilizing

a Rhino R© Grasshopper plug-in script [11]. Each electronic component was tallied for neutron and

photon flux and dose. In addition a mesh was superimposed across the model geometry (MCNP

FMESH card), and both neutron and photon fluxes and doses calculated in each of the mesh voxels.

Material compositions of the electronics and optics components were supplied by manufacturers and

isotopic composition calculated using MATSSF [9].

(a) Neutron H∗10 dose attenuation on an internal com-

ponent vs. photon and neutron shielding thickness.

(b) Neutron induced photon H∗10 dose attenuation on

an internal component vs. photon and neutron shielding

thickness, normalized to incident neutron H∗10 dose.

Figure 6: Color plot of neutron and neutron induced photon H∗10 dose attenuation on an internal

component vs. neutron and photon shielding thicknesses. Incident neutron spectrum (fig. 3a), F
Th =

0.1, plane direct source.

A parametric analysis was performed, varying thicknesses of both neutron and γ shields, and neu-

tron and photon source spectra and geometries. A Python v.2.7 script [12] (Python) was written in

order to speed up the process and perform automatic input generation. Another, unshielded model

was made, which served for normalization. It should be noted, that internal structure of the camera

i.e. the components positions were changing during the parametric analysis, to accommodate several

technical requirements, which in turn effect the shielding attenuation (figure 6b).
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Results would be presented in terms of attenuation vs. shielding thicknesses on color map-type graphs

for each component, incident particle type and spectrum, source geometry and selected shielding ma-

terials (figure 6).

3D colored dose and flux maps were also produced from superimposed mesh results (fig: 7), to

Figure 7: 3D ICRP-21 H∗10 dose map, with incident 60Co spectra, emitted from plane isotropic

source.

asses the significant gradients, locate main contributors to the dose on components inside shielding

and propose improvements. This enabled us, to place additional shielding to some components, that

could not be relocated.

Using the obtained results, one can assess the shielding thicknesses and shielding material combina-

tions, and a narrower shielding thickness variation with all the different source spectra and geometries

was performed and dose attenuation values tallied electronic components and modules (items on fig-

ure 8). An optimal shielding thickness was established this way, and minor position changes and

shielding thickness changes on key positions were suggested, to conform with the requirements.

It is interesting to note, that in case of reactor γ-ray spectra, the doses inside the shielding enclosure

are up to more then 30 % higher comparing to 60Co spectrum. This is important, as the electronic

components are commonly tested in 60Co irradiation facilities, where test γ-spectra might signifi-

cantly differ from γ-spectra during its intended operation, leading to an underestimation of shielding

requirements (fig. 8).

4 Summary

When designing shielded radiation resistant electronic, a three step approach is proposed. Firstly

the radiation tolerance of individual components should be determined, preferably by experiments in

representative environment with respect to the intensity and spectrum of the incident particles, in our

case gamma rays and neutrons Then the environmental source should be determined, i.e. the type of

particles, their spectrum, angular flux, flux intensity, dose rate etc. When these boundary conditions
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Figure 8: Kerma attenuation factors on items within the shielding enclosure, for different incident γ
spectra and source geometries. Differences in attenuation between reactor, 60Co and 137Cs (latter two

commonly used for testing) γ spectra may underestimate required shielding thicknesses.

are determined, the shielding design should be performed. In these activities computational support

by Monte Carlo particle transport methods is essential. As the radiation field can change significantly

from utility to utility all possible scenarios with respect to particles spectra and angular distribution

are taken into account. For each of the scenarios the attenuation factor for the shield is calculated.

It is important to note that γ dose due to neutron induced γ-rays in the shield can be significantly

higher than the environmental gamma ray dose, hence special attention should be paid to neutron field

determination, which is often difficult [13]. As γ radiation tolerance tests are commonly performed

in dedicated facilities with 137Cs or 60Co sources, it is important to be aware that reactor γ spectrum

leads to approx 30 % higher Si kerma at the same H∗10 environmental γ dose. One should also pay

attention to dose definitions and measurement. H∗10 environment dose is commonly measured with

probes, the damage on electronics however is commonly measured with RADFETs for γ-rays and

Si PIN diodes for neutrons [14]. Their response is proportional to Si kerma for γ-rays and damage

function [8] for neutrons. The differences and relations between different doses, measurements and
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environment should be considered and the most practical approach to asses this is by Monte Carlo

neutron and photon transport modeling as presented in the paper.
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